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MICCHECK VOLUME ONE: THE SERIES - SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 2005 
AKBAR HALL, 1174 BEDFORD AVE (btw Putnam & Madison) BED-STUY, BROOKLYN, NY. DOORS OPEN AT 7P. 
 
Afrikan people are creative by nature – no question. Our only inhibition has been a lack of venues to 
showcase such talents. The creation of the ‘MicCheck Volume Series’ will complement this void focusing 
on three elements: Independent Artists and Fashion Designers, Multimedia in the field of Edutainment, and 
the local and global impact of collective work and responsibility. 
 
The first of this series, 'MicCheck Vol.One: the show' will begin April 9, 2005 in Bed-Stuy, Brooklyn, NY 
at Akbar Hall. The show is scheduled to begin at 9pm-12am with special guest DJ Sabine takin' over 'til 
2am. Admission is $15. Doors will open at 7pm. Hosting will be Harlem's own, Radha Blank. 
 
Scheduled to perform will be Faro Z, Gabre Maskal, Isa Starr, Jahmed, Masauko Chipembere, Tehut-Nine 
and Tiye Phoenix. In addition to the performers, there will be fashion segments showcasing designs by 
Nakimuli Designs, Distinctive Darlings, and Trece Collections. 
 
Lastly, the festive night would not be complete without a vending market full of Black-owned designers 
and creators of all crafts who dwell in our community.  
 
The evening promises to be a venue loaded with talent, designer's, vendor's and food. Most importantly we 
are creating an atmosphere of inspiration and Ujamaa (Cooperative Economics). It is our intent to provide 
each and every person who comes to the show to be able to network, support and hopefully become 
inspired to launch their own dreams or assist in others of like mind. 
 
This show launches the first of a series. There will be a live taping of the show which will be edited and 
released on DVD following 'MicCheck Vol.Two'  (slated for August 20, 2005) as well as a streamed global 
webcast this August on our affiliate sites, DAGHETTOTYMZ.com and CONSCIOUSHIPHOP.com. 
 
As a special treat, the first 300 will receive our 2nd edition of our Interactive CD Project; a 3-in-1 CD 
showcasing mini-websites of each artist, designer, commercial trailers and classic back issues of Da Ghetto 
Tymz magazine. 
 
For more info regarding 'MicCheck Vol.One: the show' and the Interactive CD Project logon to 
DAGHETTOTYMZ.com. 
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